
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

NEW MOUNTAIN CAPITAL PARTNERS WITH GELEST 
 

New Mountain Capital partners with the leading provider of highly specialized materials 
to the healthcare and advanced technology markets 

 
 

Morrisville, PA and New York, NY – April 3, 2017 – Gelest, Inc., a recognized world 
leader in customized, highly specialized organosilicon compounds, metal-organic 
compounds, and silicone materials, today announced that it has partnered with New 
Mountain Capital, LLC, a growth-oriented investment firm that currently manages 
approximately $15 billion in assets.  
 
Headquartered in Morrisville, PA, Gelest has been an innovator, manufacturer, and 
supplier to advanced technology markets for over 25 years.  Recognized by the industry 
for the high quality of its products and innovation, Gelest provides focused technical 
development and application support to a diverse set of markets, including life sciences, 
medical materials, pharmaceutical synthesis, diagnostics and separation science, personal 
care, and semiconductors. 
 
Gelest serves its customers through a materials science-driven approach, and is uniquely 
positioned due to its best-in-class manufacturing and synthetic formulation capabilities as 
well as a proprietary product portfolio.  The Company utilizes its own state-of-the-art 
facilities to research, develop, manufacture, and test products in commercial and research 
quantities to the highest quality standards. 
 
New Mountain, a New York-based private equity firm, identified Gelest through a 
proactive focus in the life sciences and specialty materials sectors.  New Mountain is 
providing Gelest with significant financial and strategic resources to support future 
growth initiatives and better serve its customers. 
 
“New Mountain is the ideal partner to help Gelest execute on its growth plans,” said 
Barry Arkles, President of Gelest.  “New Mountain is known for its focus on business 
building, and Gelest will have deep resources at its disposal to help us achieve our 
strategic growth objectives.  We look forward to our partnership and the benefits it will 
yield for our customers and employees.”  
 
 



 

 

“Gelest is the high quality leader in its space, and we are excited to partner with the 
Gelest team to support the next phase of growth,” said Andre Moura, Managing Director 
at New Mountain Capital.  “We look forward to working closely with management to 
help the Company realize its full growth potential by scaling capabilities in key markets 
and investing in new products, technologies, and acquisitions, while maintaining the high 
level of quality and innovation which have always been the hallmarks of Gelest’s 
success.” 
 
Matt Holt, Managing Director at New Mountain Capital, added, “Gelest is the leader in 
one of the most attractive segments of highly specialized materials.  We see an 
opportunity to continue to build on Gelest’s leadership position through investments in 
new products, new capabilities, and acquisitions.” 
 
 
 
About Gelest  
Gelest, Inc., headquartered in Morrisville, Pennsylvania, is recognized worldwide as an 
innovator, manufacturer and supplier of commercial and research quantities of 
organosilicon compounds, metal-organic compounds and silicones.  Gelest serves 
advanced technology markets through a materials science-driven approach.  The 
company provides focused technical development and application support for personal 
care, semiconductors, medical materials, pharmaceutical synthesis, diagnostics and 
separation science, and specialty polymeric materials: “Gelest – Enabling Your 
Technology.”  www.gelest.com 
 
About New Mountain Capital  
New Mountain Capital is a New York based investment firm that emphasizes business 
building and growth, rather than debt, as it pursues long-term capital appreciation. The 
firm currently manages private equity, public equity, and credit funds with approximately 
$15 billion in aggregate capital commitments. New Mountain seeks out what it believes 
to be the highest quality growth leaders in carefully selected industry sectors and then 
works intensively with management to build the value of these companies.  
www.newmountaincapital.com 
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